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1. Summary and Introduction.

The application of an estimator of a distribution function to a univariate discriminant

problem is presented. The estimator also is utilized to estimate the difference of location

parameters of two distributions which are the same symmetric distributions except for

the locations.

Let Xl9 X29�"�"�", Xn be a random sample of size n from a population with an unknown

distribution function F(x). The empirical distribution function Fn*(x) can be expressed

as follows.

Fn*(x)-罷cq(x JLj) j
where eo is the unit distribution function, i.e.,

●

eo(x) -

i

Oifx<0

1 if∬≧0.

Now we consider an estimator of the distribution function F(x) given by

(1.1)　　　Fサ(x)-緒wn(x-xf) ,
where Wn is a given distribution function. In case of the estimation of an absolutely

continuous distribution function, by taking an absolutely continuous distribution function

as Wn, Fn(x) is again absolutely continuous, which provides an estimator of the density

function f(x) as follows,

(1.2)　　　　Ux)-諸wn(x-xj) ,
where wn is the derivative of Wn.

Density estimators can be used to approximate the discriminant function and Grlick

[2] discussed this problem based on general density estimators including the multivariate

analogue to the estimator of the form (1.2). To estimate the derivatives of a deixsity

function, the derivatives of the above density estimator fn{x) was utilized by Schuster [91.

The density estimatorfn(x) and its bivariate analogue were used to estimate a conditional

density and a regression curve by Rosenblatt [8], Nadaraya [6], Watson [9] etc.. An
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estimator of a mode, which is determined by the density estimator fn(x), was discussed

by Parzen [7] and Nadaraya [5]. The applications to compound decision of the density

estimatorfn(x) were discussed by Johns and Ryzin [3] etc.. On the other hand with the

density estimatorfn(x) its integration over (--　x¥ i,e., the estimator FJx) of the form

(1.1), was used to estimate a hazard rate by Watson and Leadbetter [11], [12] and Leadbetter

[4]. To estimate a hazard rate Murthy [5] utilized the density estimator fn{x) alld its

integration over [x, +-), which is an estimator of 1-F(x) and is denoted by the similar

form to (1.1). Furthermore he construct two asymptotic equivalent estimators of the

jump Si corresponding to the saltus x-xj of the distribution function F(x), which are

denoted as follows: the one is 2[Fn*(勘トFn(xi)] in our notation and the other is fn{%i)l

K(O)Bn, wherefn(x) is given by (1.2) with wn(x)-BnK(Bnx), Bn is a positive constant and

K is a symmetric density. We shall propose another applications of the estimator F外(X)

of the form (1.1).

In section 2, we utilize the estimator Fn(x) for a univariate discriminant problem m

case two underlying density functions are the same symmetric unimodal function except

for the locations.

In section 3, we present an estimator of the difference of the location parameters of

two distributions, which are the same symmetric distributions except for the locations.

2. Discrimination.

Suppose that there are two populations tcx and 7t2, which have densities f(x) and /

(x-0) respectively, where / is symmetric and unimodal, and 6 is a location parameter.

Suppose that we have an observation z and we know a priori that it has come from either
●

of two populations itx and ;r2. We assume that the losses due to two kinds ofmisclassifica-

tion are same, where one misclassification is that if the observation is actually from itx we

classify it as coming from #2 and the other is that if the observation is actually from 7t2 we

●

classify it as coming from ttv If we know a priorif(x) and 0, and no a priori probabilities

are known, then according to the minimax procedure we decide as follows: iff(z)^>f(z-0)

then we decide that the observation z has come from 7tx and otherwise we decide that the

observation z has come from 7t^ In case O>O, it is equivalent to decide z from #o ifz≧

and z from 7tx otherwise. In case #<0, we decide conversely.

Now, on the basis of the two random samples of size nx and n2, X壬5 XI, -,X去　and

Z2　Y2　-, X芸名drawn from populations nx and 7t2 respectively, we consider an approxima-

tion to the above minimax procedure in case we know nothing about / and Q except that

/ is sy誓metric with respect to the axis of ordinates and unimodal. From the previous
discussion we know that the estimation of the parameter 0/2 presents its approximation.

On the other hand, whether 0 is positive or negative, x-oj2 satisfies the equation

(2.1)　　　　　　　　　　　F^- l-F^x) ,

where Fx and F2 are distribution functions of populations 7tァand rt2 respectively. If the

carriers oif(x) and/(#-#) overlap, then the equation (2.1) has a unique solution x-0/2.

If the carriers of/(#) and/(x-6) do not overlap, then the solution of (2.1) consists of a
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丘niteinterval,whosemiddlepomtis♂/2.Itsteadofsetimating♂/2directly,weshall

estimate♂/2bysolvingtheequation

(2.2)Fl>ni(x)-l-F2>n2(x)

whereFl>ni(x)andF2tn(x)areestimatorsofFx(x)andF2(x)respectively,whoseformis

denotedby(1.1)withgivendistributionfunctionsWnandWnonthebasisofthetwo

samples言e.,

Fl.nl(x)-去sWni(x-XS)

and

･F2iH2(x)-ア%Wni(x-Xj*).

n2j-1

Thesolutionoftheaboveequation,ingeneral,cannotbeexpressedinaexplicitform.

Especiallyif%andn2areequal,whichweshalldenotebyn,andifwetakeFltn(x)and

F2,nix)withWn-e｡,thenthen-th.smallestvalueamongX壬;X去,X誓蝣,x孟isa

solutionof(2.2)withnx-n2-nandWn-e｡.Thesolutionof(2.2)iseasilyobtainedby

drawingcurvesy-Fltni(x)andy-l-F2tn(x)onthe(x,y)planeandreadingthe#-axisof

aintersectionofthetwocurves.Iftheabovecurvesoverlapthenweshalltakean

arbitrarypointofthex-axisoftheoverlappingpartasasolutionof(2.2).Letx舛i,n2

denotesuchasolutionof(2.2).Weproposetodecideasfollows:if

xnitn2>Oandz≧nx,w2

thenwedecidethatthenewobservationzhascomefrom-tf2andif

wi,n望>Oandz<xn-,n-

thenwedecidethattheovservationzhascomefrom7tx,Incaseofxnn<Owedecide

conversely.Thentheprobabilityofmisclassi鮎ationiftheobservationzisfrom7tlis

(2.3)P(2¥l,A)-I<｡.∞)Kl.*,)[i--*'ifa,1,f..)]

+IL∞,0)¥Xnlfn℡)Fl(xni,nJ

andtheprobabilityofmisclassificationiftheobservationzisfromit%is●

(2.4)P(1|2,4)-I(1,∞)(xnl,nJF2(xni,nJ

+I(_00,o)(xftl,nJ[l-F2(x,nltn望)],

whereIsdenotestheindicatorfunctionofasetS.

Inwhatfollows,weconsidertheasymptoticpropertiesoftheaboveapproximate

procedure.Weassumethesameconditionsasstatedinconstructingourapproximation

totheminimaxprocedureandsupposethatWn-C/Q<l)k5IV-t--andWn包-eoasn2--･

Lemma 1.

(2.5) lrni {Fl(xni>n )-[l-F2(xnin ¥]} -0 with probability one.
n¥yn2う∞
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Proof. We can reduce (2.2) to

[Fl,nl(xサi.nJ -Fl(xniinJ]+Fl(xni>n )

-1 -F2¥Xnltn雪上[*...望l^wi.W｡ト*�".(*.,..)].

By Theorem 2 in Yamato [13] and the assumption we have

Inn　|FiinMn-t,n乏)-F,ixHl,n,)¥≦ lim sup IFi,ni(xトF{(x)¥-O
Wl,M2->∞　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ni-∞　-∞<x<-

with probability one for i-1, 2. Therefore we have (2.5).

From the above lemma the solution of (2.2) is asymptotically a solution of (2.1) with

probability one.

Lemma 2. If the carriers off(x) and f{x-O) overlap, then

(2.6)　　　　　　lim xni>f12 -0/2　with probability one.
n¥yn2→∞

Proof. Under the assumption the equation (2.1) has a unique solution x-0/2 and

in a neighborhood of the point x-d12 the continuous function Fl(x)+F2(x) is strictly

increasing. Consequently the continuous function y-Fl(x)-[l-F2{x)] is strictly mcreas-

ing in a neighborhood of the point x-d/2 and therefore for any ｣>O there exists a 8>O

such that

lyI<S implies ¥x-0/21<｣,

i.e., IF^-il-FJx)]I<8 implies ¥x-OI2¥<｣･.

On the other hand from (2.5) for the above 8>O there exists a positive integer No such

that
/

l^lK...ト[1-F2(xni - )]I <8 for nl n2>N｡ with probability one.

Henceforth, it holds that

匝Mi,n忠一e/引<8 for nv n2>N｡ with probability one,

which implies (2.6).

Lemma 3. Suppose that the carriers off(x) andf{x-O) do not overlap. Let [a, b] denote

the closure of the interval which is sandwiched between the above carriers. Then

a≦Km inf x.nltn2≦lim sup x,nltn2 ≦b with probability one.
wii noヰ∞         nun2→∞

We should note that under the conditions of Lemma 3 the solution of (2.1) consists

of the interval [a, 61.

Pkoof. Suppose that there exists a set G with P(C)>O such that

lim inf xnltn乏<a on C.

n¥,n2->--

By the continuity ofFx and F2 and by Lemma 1, the equation (2.1) has a solution lim inf
ni,n2->oo

xnl.*サ2<a on C, which contradicts to the assumption. Similarly we can show that lim sup

nltra2->oo

xnl,n2≦b with probability one.
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Let P(2| l, M) and P(l |2, M) denote the probabilities of misclassifications due to the

minimax procedure if the ovservation is from nx andォ2 respectively. Then we have

Theokem 1. According to our discriminant procedure, we have

lim P引1,^)-P(引1,M) with probability one
m,n2ヰ∞

and

hm P(112,A)-P(112,M) with probability one.
nun2→∞

Peoof. We prove in case of O>O and we can prove similarly in case of O<O. At

first we consider the case where the carriers ､oif(x) and /te-6) overlap. Then we have

P{2¥l, 3｣)-l-Fl(e 2) and P(l 12,M)-F2(dl2).

By applying Lemma 2 and using the continuity of Fx and F2 on (2.3) and (2.4) we have

lim P(2¥1,A)-1 -Fl(ei2) with probability one
ni,n2う∞

SSral

lim P(l I2,A)-F2(dJ2) with probability one.
ni,n2う∞

Thus the theorem is proved in this case. Next we consider the case where the carriers of

f(x) and/(#-#) do not overlap. Then we have

P(211,M)-O and P(l|2,M)-0,

and we have a, 6>0, where a and b are constants defined in Lemma 3. By applying

Lemma 3 and using the continuity ofFx and F2 on (2.3) and (2.4), we have with probability

One

lim sup P(2|l?^4) -lim sup[トF^x^.nJ]
n¥,n2う∞　　　　　　　　　　　　ni,noう∝)

- 1-lim inf Fl{xni>y望)

n¥,n2-十∞

^l-FJa)-O

sim魁

Iim sup P(l¥2,A)-hm sup Fa(xn.fHt)
nu ti2→∞　　　　　　　　　　　　nu n2-ナ∞

≦FJb)-O.

Thus the theorem is proved.

3. Estimation of the difference of location parameters.

Suppose there are two populations whose distribution functions are given by F(x) and

F(x-d) respectively, where F is continuous and symmetric and 0 is a unknown location

parameter. Let X壬,X誓　蝣,x£　and X‡,X…, -,X孟望be random samples from the two

populations with distribution functions F(x) and F(x-0) respectively. Our aim in this

section is to present an estimator of 6 based on the two samples. x-0/2 satisfies always
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F(x)- l-F(x-O).

Similarly to section 2. we can obtain an estimator of ♂/2 by solving the equation

(3.1)　　　　　　　　　Flini(x)- l -F2_ni(x) ,

where FltHl(x) and F2tn%(x) are estimators of F(x) and F(x-0) constructed by the two

samples respectively, whose form is denoted by (1.1) with given distribution functions Wサi

and Wn. Let x,サi.〝　denote a solution of (3.1). Then I｣emma 2 yields the following

Pkoposition 1. Suppose that the distribution function F(x) is strictly increasing on

{x; 0<F(x)<l) and that the closures of sets [x; 0<F(x)<l} and [x¥ 0<F(x-1)<1} overlap.

Let W舛1-eo as nx-… and Wn*-e｡ as n2--. Then we have

lim　2a?.サi,n望-e

fl¥,W2->--

with probability one.

●

The above proposition shows that under the conditions of Proposition 1, 2x.nlt仰望lS a

consistent estimator of d. The above problem is equivalent to the estimation of a quantile.

Ifweput

G{x)-与{F(x)+F(x-d)}

then the parameter 0/2 is a median of the distribution G(x). We estimate G(x) by

G(x) ^ {Fltni(x)+Fa,nt{x)}
and we construct an estimator of &, 2xni,n*> where G(xn n )-1 2, which is equivalent to

(3.1.

For practical purposes it arises a question what Wn we should take. In case of

absolutely continuous distributions, following Epanechnikov [1] we propose to take

WM-

0

1　　3∬

育+古布~

1

お3

20V5h*
ft

(x≦ -V5AJ

トV扇㌃<x<VIK ) '

(x≧V打)

where [hn] is a sequence of positive numbers. The optimum sequence {hn} depends on

the unknown density and therefore- it may be unavoidable to take hn-l/nr, where r is a

suitable constant between 0 and 1.

The author wishes to thank Prof. A. Kudo of Kyushu University for his kind encourage-

ment and suggestions.
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